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G. GALLAVOTTI, The Elements of Mechanics. Springer, 1983. 575 pp. 
When someone like Gallavotti is condemned to teach what might otherwise be an old- 
fashioned course in “meccanica razionale.” after winning a concorso, one has to do 
something. So this is by far the most fascinating book on classical mechanics. The author 
purports to limit his undertaking to “nineteenth century mathematics,” but his slip is showing 
far too often. This might be called a book on the hidden motivation of much twentieth-century 
mathematics. An excellent background book that heralds the current revival of classical 
mechanics. 
H. HAKEN, Advanced Synergetics. Springer, 1983, 356 pp, 
If we see a book with a strange title such as this one on the shelves of our favored 
bookstore-r whatever is left of it-we are tempted to think that someone is trying to sell us 
a bill of goods. In the present case, such a conclusion would be unwarranted. The author’s 
purpose, in this and the other volumes of an unusual series initiated by Springer, is to bring 
together in a refreshing and unusual light disparate chapters of mathematical analysis. 
oriented to an altogether unexpected purpose and, what is more, presented in an eminently 
readable style. We wish the author luck in accomplishing his objective. 
F.-H. VASILESCU, Analytic Functional Calculus, Reidel. 1982. 380 pp, 
A few years ago, J. L. Taylor had the ingenious idea of applying the Koszul complex to 
define the joint spectrum of several commuting operators. This idea has led to a beautiful 
functional calculus, which is expounded here for the first time. Some of us with backgrounds 
in analysis did not understand the mechanism of the Koszul resolution until this theory came 
along. This is functional analysis at its best. 
C. CHATFIELD, Analyse von Zeitreihen. Teubner, 1982. 240 pp. 
A rare collection of all techniques known to date on one of the central problems of today’s 
applied mathematics. Given a sequence of numbers, how does one analyze its “laws”? What 
makes this volume universally valuable is its lack of sectarianism. Most books on this subject 
are written by members of an established guild: time-series analysts, zero-oners, prediction 
theorists, communications engineers. Finding all the boys and girls together for once is most 
instructive. 
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